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1 Introduction: The Brand Interface

THE so-called “eBrands” of our time are in sum
technological brands. It means they work as a

platform, a social media hub or a center for content
to be distributed. In this 21st century, our data-
driven lives are marked by the interface. Brands
that perform well are either big players or start-
ups and the big message these brands issue is “the
interface”, meaning the way how people interact
with brands and how brands perform as hubs for
social interaction and content creation, which is of
the utmost importance.

Today we interact with a huge amount of
brands, and they are all becoming eBrands. We
control our profile with an app, we check the web-
site and we are ready to purchase something or to
keep track of our orders online. These days, there
is an app for everything. Ultimately, the eBrands
are no longer performing as just an extension of a

real world service but rather as the primary dri-
ver. Having said this, what it means is that an
eBrand today is basically everything that unfolds
from the interface. A good interface makes life ea-
sier for the user, while a bad interface renders the
transition from user to consumer into something
harder to accomplish. When the brand interface is
well crafted the user searches, finds and puts its
order in place. This way, the system will learn
more about the user and triggers suggestions that
are usefull for future orders (Muminova, 2013).
Another thing that happens is that the interface can
become a powerful narrative device, meaning the
better the user experience is (UX), the more com-
fortable the user will be in using the digital front of
the eBrand, be it an app or a website. eBrands may
use the touchpoint, for instance, an app or a web-
site to create a more enveloping experience for the
user. The best eBrands are becoming platforms,
virtual places where people hang out, chat, experi-
ence, purchase and share their thoughts.

In our time eBrands have massive distributed
grids. People interact with portals of informa-
tion about news and goods. And current interfa-
ces are being designed to be used by young peo-
ple. Times changed. Nowadays, every software
is becoming more simple and minimal. The up-
dates improve the interfaces. We behave as if we
have never left the eBrand. The eBrand is always
there for us online, examining us, learning from us.
We become a brand extension. Apps are turning
into super-apps (Gardner & Davis, 2013), places
where we will always be, places to do everything.
Things are becoming future-proof. Regardless of
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our age, whether we are youngsters or elder peo-
ple the brand interface adapts to us and we become
colaborators of the eBrand.

2 The Self And The Ambient
Due to exponential growth in mobile media, we
are more prone to something called “ambient com-
puting” or “intimacy computing”. We do not turn
off our digital devices. They are a part of us. We
extend them and they, in return, extend us. Our
Self presents itself online, we have a profile so-
mewhere, and we also have a record and a his-
tory of browsing and purchasing. We like to share
ideas, we tell the world who we are in this am-
bient. The digital devices remain in our intimate
zone. We stand both in a private sphere and in
a public one as well. What we are consolidating
now is a second Self. We show up online, we pitch
ideas, services and products. Moreover, we thrive
through connections and we bond naturally. The
role of the eBrands here is to be a platform where
we blossom by crossing our stories with the story
of the eBrand.

We are constantly updating our Self in this new
digital world. We long for intimacy and eBrands
explore this fragile existence of ours with their am-
bient. It happens in airports, websites, retail stores
and apps. What is going on is that eBrands are hel-
ping us out to improve our connections. The better
connected we stand, the more improved our relati-
onship with the world will be. So, the eBrands ac-
tually play a very significant role in our lives, since
they are the new organic central hubs that connect
us all.

In the field of this ambient computing explo-
red by eBrands it happens that everybody is wor-
ried about how they show their own Selves. The
digital presentation became something really im-
portant because we present ourselves online with
skills, experiences, social history and professional
backgrounds. We panic every time something goes
wrong with our information, and that is one of the
main reasons why we update everything. And at
the same time our intimacy is just a relationship
with close devices or close people. There is no
time for self-reflection or insights. We just show
up online and we are fond of certain eBrands that
help us filling the gap of loneliness. eBrands are
social brands that help us to connect to others and
enroll into community assignments. The promise
that eBrands offer, is that somehow in the age of
digital media we need to increase our humanness.

The Self faces this new brand ambience as a

starting point, a place to thrive, share and connect.
We build our character based on our education,
our favorite books, our values and also around our
resources. Brands know this so they want to be
around us. They are guiding us as some sort of
mentors. Our story crosses paths with the eBrands’
stories. It is a new world where everybody’s Self is
intertwined with the ambient of certain brands. In
addition to this, brands want to be the centerfold of
resources (Magill, 2003), for they know we extract
from them. We are hoarders of information, cul-
ture (Schroeder & Salzer-Mörling, 2006) and data.
Brands see an opportunity to connect better with
consumers through resources that are enabled and
the opposite takes place too: we look at brands as
resource pools. We check, we login, we download,
we tag, we upload (Lunenfeld, 2011), we connect,
et al.

3 Synergies
eBrands these days perform synergies. They ex-
tend the eBrands discourse into trendy styles, ce-
lebrities and influences. A brand today is a plat-
form, an organic entity that has not just one face
but many faces. People adopt the brand’s vision
according to the trends, the values and its mis-
sion. Brands have become synergistic and dy-
namic. They are a state of flow for people who
flow, swipe and take snapshots. Everything is now
image-based and brands are no exception. And to-
day’s consumers are firstly consumers of images,
news, ideas and concepts. The synergies come
from shared ideals, paradigms and trends alike.
When it comes to people, nobody stands in one
place doing just one thing. We are all multitas-
kers out of tune with the laws of physics that say
one thing is only in one place at one time. We are
as time travellers because simultaneously we chat,
we play, we Google and we “like”.

Synergies are of the utmost importance be-
cause there is a technical architecture that basi-
cally allows us to connect, share, join and publish
contents. The nature of the online medium archi-
tecture is metamorphic. There is a cloud of ser-
vices and we access it through mobile media ter-
minals, aka, the smartphone. Synergies are also
about being smart. The online medium and our di-
gital devices are smart too, so the eBrands are get-
ting smarter also. The quest begins as such: one
person shares an idea, it triggers either a trend or
a community, and then it spins out of control until
an eBrand grabs it and streamlines it for the gene-
ral use. One concept evolves, then it demands for
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an interaction, soon people expect more of it and
finally it gets viral. But this is the kind of viral fact
or concept a brand can control. The shape is har-
der to grasp but the ideas flow continuously until
they are rendered into a product, a commodity or a
service, and soon become an architeture of syner-
gies with people and partnerships and communi-
ties. For the eBrand the primary driver is to control
the formula that spins off the ideas and the trends.
The process is called absorption. The whole brand
unfolds like a sheet of paper of meaning that has
many sub-meanings much as there are folds possi-
ble to be made with paper. But as using paper the
same procedure is always the same, so is the origi-
nal formula. That is what the eBrand “tackles” – it
is the gold.

There are many variants of brands but they
all perform with a bias: sell a vision, cast a vi-
sual identity, introduce a new business model, and
then pitch the concept to consumers and business
partners. Brands need populations that evolve and
grow old with them. Brands want to be part of
our lives. They tend to become corporations for
some reason, because they regulate the permutati-
ons and they contribute to a surveillance capitalism
of sorts. They cross territories if they are capable
to do it as long as their reach is increased. Then
they breed new products that turn into cults with
no constraints whatsoever. Brands evolve and defy
conventions. They grow so we can do anything
using their products, wear their logos (Lury, 2004),
stay inside their ecosystem (McCann, 2012). The
power dynamics of brands are an issue (Wessling,
2011). They want to be all-mighty but at the same
time they do not want us to feel intimidated by
them or their discourse. Brands will to be “friends”
with us, as they want to be close but not too close.
After all, in the end, it is all about money so we
cannot get too excited about brands, even if they
belong to social media.

Interactions are what define an eBrand today.
Brands have the need to powerplay the consumers
and they use strategies, semiotics and iconics to
deal with us. They have their tactics and their mot-
tos and they are not on detours to reach us. They
also look for optimal lines of communication me-
dia, and “the flow” is the concept behind their suc-
cess, at the same time, they are our connection and
addiction to them. Our inner desires are manipula-
ted by them. The effects of these manipulations are
the increasing synergies that allow brands to better
communicate what they do best with us. Since we
are social to core, an eBrand of our time is a sort of
entity, an artificial construction, a construct that is

meant to become social with us and for us. The
architecture of synergies that an eBrand unfolds
bears the purpose of keeping us locked inside its
ecosystem. The brand is a cloud, an app, but also
a compound. Brands want to learn from our sub-
jectivity, yet what they are digesting is the objec-
tive data that we leave behind online like a trail of
crumbs.

In order to survive today, an eBrand needs to
perform synergies with people and business part-
ners, yet at the same time it needs these people to
bring a disruption. It needs to define and defy ca-
tegories. An eBrand has a social mind, and it is
an organism that seeks engagement, colors, mu-
sic, expression, paradigms and future manufactu-
rers, service providers and marketplaces. Now a
brand knows we need attention, but it powerplays
otherwise as if we are the ones needing for atten-
tion. No doubt, that we are influenced by eBrands
to act socially as we must bring more people to
“the fold”, a kind of “Welcome to the commu-
nity!”. It is more a catchy way to engage new
people than just being only a brand, demanding
that the model to follow is to share experiences,
to follow the resonance. Every idea and file and
trend must bounce back. Brands believe in this,
so they are seeking windows of opportunity to bet-
ter connect with us, and it is remarkable how it
works. We are being stimulated constantly by vi-
deos and commercials, and print advertising (Als-
tiel & Grow, 2010; Jhally, 1995) and deluxe pho-
tography, and even by interactive media, to get a
certain behavior as an effect. On the other hand,
there is this belief that people are increasingly fa-
cing isolation. Brands took the role as “connec-
tors” that provide a solution by bonding with us,
across synergies. The consequence is that we need
diversity and brands are starting to resemble each
other, and that is a bad thing.

4 The Age of Pitching
Consumers feel the need to be listened to. But
much as brands, consumers too pitch their ideas
to other people. Everybody is pitching something
to somebody. If everybody is selling, there has to
be people who are buying. It is an architecture of
pitching that we face now. And what exactly do
we need? We need great things, not necessarily
more stuff. We already got everything. So what
we need is the new “new”. If that is even possible.
People need communication to change the world,
they need brands to help them feel empowered, but
brands that are reliable until the end. People cho-
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ose brands based on sexyness and convenience, va-
lues and vision. Jargon is a barrier. We like brands
that pitch complex ideas in simple words, graphics
or photos. We, much as brands, are looking for
ideas turned accessible. We just need the bullet
points. We don’t have time to read. In contrast,
we enjoy researching. We are true detectives, sear-
chers (Anderson & Wolff, 2010), seekers and stal-
kers. In order to survive, brands need to establish
communication in a sense that they speak simple
but not simpler. We like smart things. Yet, we just
have time to pitch or be pitched with key senten-
ces: we need visuals that causes us to find deeper
senses of understanding, we need relevance to be
shared, we want to feel as important as we think
we are and, last but not least, we need understan-
ding.

The trick with brands is that they start small
and grow large. In addition, they tend to forget
how they started and it freaks consumers out a lot.
Brands grow with consumers, and when a genera-
tion is gone they must look for another generation
to choose as the new target and amuse it. The pro-
blem with the brands, in general, is that they are
outperformed by startups when these become gi-
ants, but they overpower everybody due to their
scale. A brand of the old days was for generati-
ons to come. It had traditional roots in the past
and a long-lasting vision for the future. Nowadays,
brands have a present and a future – everything is
new – and now a generation of people, in terms of
sociological or anthropological settings, no longer
has the possibility to survive during thirty years or
more. Currently, a generation lasts just for a few
years, ten years maximum. It follows the pace of
mobile media trends. We establish more empathy
with genre-defying brands, the disruptors. These
are the one brands we find interesting. They open
up connections, they pitch up new things to us.
There are always new paths and possibilities with
the new brands, the eBrands. Also, the future is
all about brands that teach us how to extract more
from the world, to extract more from life and to
improve our lives. Basically the new dynamics are
all about to empower the consumer and pitch new
experiences to him. In the long run we follow the
brands and they follow us.

We want to be amused by brands, too. We
want brands to turn complex concepts into more
simple ones. We want excitement and good vibes.
We want to surf the edge, but safe and sound. So
in the age of pitching what are eBrands exactly?
We can say they are commitment devices, which
means that they are not the logos on the products

or services or the guys behind the robocalls and
spammy callcenters – eBrands are connecting us
with life. Brands as connectors is what we need,
so that is what they are becoming. They are devi-
ces that establish commitments, relationships with
us. Brands are social things now. They cause
temptation. So between what they pitch to us and
what we expect, we find ourselves between our fu-
ture “Selves” and our present “Selves”. We are
amidst a battle. Brands want us to lose control and
spend money, to subscribe services and afford new
things. They want us to engage and connect with
life. Brands want to be with us, they want to be
us. One way brands have found to powerplay us is
to show us the outcomes in the future (should we
stay onboard with them) and it works just as nice.
It works out as an investment. We bet on them
and see how it pans out. We are being fooled by
commercials. Our emotions are triggered, our re-
ason meets displacement. We need to understand
the purpose of the message of brands. We long for
understanding and good feelings. So, we join the
brands and it seems that it is an escape. In the end
there are rewards expecting us. We find the story-
telling funny, we seek for exploration and find the
challenges amusing. We feel empowered. Soci-
alisation takes place and that is good for us. We
are too digitally connected, though (Kawamoto,
2003).

5 Mystery
Mystery is an erotic thing. It is not the art of
showing, but rather the art of hiding. It is a how,
not a what. Brands need to play with it, and keep
showing us new things, but not at once. Instead,
they should do it step by step. A successful brand
takes people to magical places. It knows how to
tell a story. The mystery represents potential, pos-
sibilities, the sexyness of newness. We find brands
interesting if they can pull something of the imagi-
nation. We want to find freedom as well we want
a trip with the brand. It is as if we are been gi-
ven a blank page by the brand. We want to fill it
up with whatever we need. It is like answering a
question. We want to wonder what comes next,
unveil the next big thing. What happens is that we
expect from brands to understand diversity, com-
plexity. Brands are supposed to mimick life des-
pite being constructs that do not exist in nature. On
the other hand, just as nature is mysterious, we ex-
pect mystery and answers from brands. We can de-
lay brands but we cannot kill them. They change,
adapt and evolve. The thing is that now we evolve
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with them. This is a partnership. Moreover, in this
partnership, we, as consumers, are part of a cul-
ture of branding. In it, ideas flow and they flow
fast (Bauman, 2011).

As for now we are playing the infinite game
and the trick when it comes to brands is to keep
playing. We establish contact and we manage.
There are a lot of differences, choices, options and
potential but the role of the eBrand of today is to
become the driving force of everything. Brands
need to thrive or they will perish. As long as the
mystery keeps popping up we keep interested in
them, as for example the phenomenon of “expan-
sion”. This is a fact and it tends to become sca-
rier. From a certain point of view, we are consu-
mers (Bauman, 2011), but from another one we are
nothing but users feeling as if we are working for
the brands. As if we have an assignment that we
should embrace.

Another tipping point is about how we always
end up getting related to more stuff. We want
brands to un-complicate reality for ourselves. The
mother of all sharing platforms is to experience
something, because after all we share experiences
and contents. We enjoy to unveil reality. What
exactly are the new vectors and the new back-
grounds? We want to be free and have more op-
tions. That is it. We like to search and find. We are
still hunters and gatherers. Only the trophies chan-
ged. That is where brands come in. They believe
they have the answer for us, about most things in
our lives. This is a bit presumptuous but it hap-
pens. Brands want to be it all.

It just so occurs that we like openings. We
like to feel more connected even when we are not.
Brands come into play since the brand is a voice
and the product is a souvenir. We feel like we are
a member of a club and we display that we are
fond of certain aesthetics and visions. The brand
vows to wow us. And most of the time it works
just fine. But what we are in fact buying is actu-
ally more mysterious. We are buying information,
not the product. The product is a consequence. For
the brand the purpose is to reach a point in which
it can anticipate us, our next move. Brands want
to be so irresistible that they become contagious,
platforms of invitations that refine and define us.
And it all starts with a conversation.

6 Changes
Brands thrive if they promote trust. We need to be-
lieve in them and our contribution to them is highly
relevant (Pérez, 2014). Brands do not need stran-

gers but an audience in which they can rely on.
As for the eBrands the situation is that they use
the power of digital media and the online medium
to get closer to us, empowering them they are in
fact empowering us too. These kind of brands tar-
get early adopters of new trends and technologies,
the savvy ones. People tend to rely on brands if
they are visionary and efficient. The whole game
is based on changes as long as they are good. So,
what must happen is that our reputation must be
considered as a key point much as it happens with
brand’s reputation altogether. Other people follow
us according to our reputation trail and it becomes
a currency for brands. They are assembled by pe-
ople whose reputation also matters. These people
are responsible for driving the changes in the di-
rection, the right direction of the brands. This is
what fascinates us.

We as consumers choose brands of services
and goods according to the self-smilarity principle.
We need brands that mirror us. We want them to
be like us and vice-versa. It is a spiral, a vortex of
good changes we decide to embrace as long as we
are confident in the brand’s vision and influencers.
We enjoy brands with nice and interesting ideas
and optimal design. What we get from the brands
of today is that everybody is learning from every-
body. Sometimes we follow no one. But when
interesting ideas are pitched we jump right into
them. We watch for patterns and invest in these
eBrands because they sound smart and reliable, as
well as future-proof. That is good for us. At the
same time we find parallel narratives. From peo-
ple and from the brand, and they get intertwined
in a durable mutation. We feel the need to stay in
power and so does the brand, too.

Currently, a brand must keep changing because
people also change, both their audience and their
designers and workers. It is a spinning world.
When we look at brands we want them to be a
sandbox for new ideas. We want them to have the
mystery of surprises. We want to constantly feel
like it is always Christmas morning and there are
presents to unravel. We need the spark. A brand
that constantly keeps us making us feel this way
is in the right direction. The only thing a brand
needs to do is to steer in the direction of the right
changes. We also regard brands as play-projects
in which they link our data and they come up with
new formats for goods and services that improve
our lives. The right direction for brands is to keep
up with our pace and go beyond it without losing
sync with the new kids. The brand now works for
them too, since they are its future audience. To
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connect to younger audiences is obligatory. Con-
sidering this, it makes sense that eBrands pursue
new ideas and growth with cutting edge. So brands
become like hubs for interaction and instructions
of how we could live better, and not just faster or
more smarter (Solis, 2010).

We need to comprehend that eBrands of our
time perform as a soundtrack for our lives. They
overlap our visual spectrum but we keep seeing re-
ality. But the tune we are listening to is a branded
one. Beyond that there is also this need that brands
have to achieve one major idea that connects one
world and one market. Brands will become cor-
porations and as wealthy as nation-state. Brands
are part of our culture and they drive the chan-
ges. They are the core from where the new idea
creators emerge and dictate trends. What causes
brands to grow as they connect with us is the be-
lief engine. They establish commitment devices to
connect better with us and they assure that we beli-
eve in them, so we keep adopting their visions and
pitched lifestyles.

7 Patterns
In order to improve brands how communicate with
us by patterns of images, sounds and words, these
follow a formula, and we follow it as well. There
is this patternicity that we find curious and so we
keep adopting it. Progressively, we become fami-
liar with it. So aside from facts, brands which have
become content producers and news publishers
wrap us in their belief engine. We assume their
vision of the world as our own. In this case, we do
not follow patterns of facts but rather a pattern of
guidelines that are incorporated in. It is all a vision
that we adopt. We are entitled to the brand’s vision
because we subscribe the brand motto. And the
brand uses its pattern of communication to make
us believe in its story. On the other hand just be-
cause brands should not take us for granted, they
keep getting better with their media and communi-
cation skills. They evolve to make us evolve with
them. It’s a partnership, not a business meant to
buy things.

There is also the case that brands work out for
us as a big placebo. We feel better whenever we
get in touch with them. There is a negative space,
with no patterns, and when brands reach out to us
there are new patterns. We are bombarded with
stimuli. The purpose is to rediscover the wonder
we lost in the social. Correspondingly, brands be-
come platforms for stories and experiences, they
are fond of a social (Boyd, 2003) elan that entices

us with curiosity regarding their latest endeavours.
The positive space is when we want to believe in
the best that the brand makes for us, in that it is
designed to suit us best. If we follow the patterns
we will achieve something along with the brand.
We all get to evolve, because we are partners in
evolution.

The generations that now go online to the Web
meet a new kind of brands. These eBrands are
supposed to be impressive and alluring, they are
platforms (Breakenridge, 2001) for tools, advices,
trends, instructions and visions of what the future
may be. A brand now is always online, like we
are (Cocoran, 2007). And the brand can always
reach us. Due to this massive revolution, brands
are evolving with patterns of seduction like a li-
ving organism. And they want us to be aware of
them, and also aware of life. Now we are suppo-
sed to follow the patterns and embrace a brave new
world. We remain in a transit zone because chan-
ges keep happening around us. And everybody or
brand endorses something. There is just no dis-
course in which there is no bias or angle. It is all
technopolitical.

In the meantime we are buying stories, fol-
lowing celebrities, influencers and accepting pat-
terns of media images. We assume that we are
pursuing uniqueness. We believe the brands we
are fond of are a whole force, enabling us to re-
discover something wonderful about the world. In
this sense the brand is built by contributors and in-
fluencers. The brand becomes a primary driver for
need of change and it is its cycles of generating
sexyness in newness. We accept the brand’s spe-
ech and the ideas that their keynote speakers pitch
to us. They show us they want to make a difference
in the world, and we share that similar perspective.
We, too, want to change the world. To change the
patterns. First we want to get familiar with brands
but we also do not want the world to be so much
predictable. This is why every now or then brands
change their patterns and amaze us along the way.

Because archetypes change, nowadays many
people follow brands that are a management of ex-
pectations, brands that also must deliver something
“fresh” and challenging. A brand should never
become a routine, not to mention because of its
competition. In this trend, archetypes are renewed.
New models show up and diversity makes us to see
that the brand is a hub for innovation rather than a
center of old school concepts.

There are brands with more complex structures
than others. However, brands need to work with
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common groups and find balance in both negative
and positive bias. Every thing matters.

8 Archive
Brands are platforms that archive our data. The
more we are online with their apps (Molloy, 2013)
and websites open, the more connected we are and
the more data they will harvest to understand our
patterns. The problem that brands have now is that
the archive is overwhelming. For instance, brands
promote too many images. There is just too much
media to examine and to use to connect with us.
The overload of information is becoming a pro-
blem. We need to get tribal again, more simple,
close to the ground. Diversely, brands use their ar-
chive on us, so we feel too close, too intimate with
the brand. We have the need to communicate but
maybe there is just too much of communication in
the sense of noise, confusion. We need instructions
rather than just projections. Sometimes we need
to do a media detox, we need a blackout. There
are too many brands and media. Real information
is important but it seems a pastiche. And brand’s
ideas seem too similar. There is something mis-
sing. All that we are is not mirrored in the archive.
We are bigger than that.

In a context in which everybody is pitching we
feel compelled to keep buying something. Howe-
ver, brands need to promote integrity and pass to
us the groove of new experiences and passion for
life, because we are more than just consumers, we
are living beings. We follow brands because of ex-
pertise and leadership, we seek guidance and com-
mitment. People are based on relationships, they
need connection based on real life. Consequen-
tly, a problem we have with the archive is that we
need someone to tell us what are the new drivers.
We cannot grasp the shape of the archive. We need
brands to make us unleash creativity and not bloc-
kage.

All the memory data that brands keep about
ourselves is supposed to improve us along the jour-
ney. This is a voyage in life where brands help us
all the way. The traffic of data is huge and it cros-
ses the Web. People use interfaces and become a
sort of perception machines connected to a larger
machine that actually is a corporate brand. We are
all followers of something much as the archive fol-
lows us. It works on its own, on TVs, smartphones
and computers. A brand that performs well is a
brand that uses its archive on us to trigger a re-
volution. We need in fact new possibilities, even
if all the media and the archive becomes a glo-

bal computer. Brands compute our data to deliver
new things to us. But the question is when does
the work stops and the play begins? There is so-
mething bigger and beyond us, and that is the ar-
chive that brands build up about us and the worst
thing is that brands share it between themselves in
the model of business to business operations.

More than never, we need our lives to be enri-
ched, not by money but by joy of living and sha-
ring. We need brands to stop calculating and make
us start creating. We are not machines, we want
to be happy (Roberts, 2004). If we reclaim the ar-
chive we reclaim the future. We are not inert, we
are mobile. We seek the new. It is as if we are all
contestants and there is a prize for the winner. The
play is the brand driver. In this new game every
thing is about dialogue, conversation, because it is
not a prison. We do some collateral thinking for
own good, we deal with floods of work and we ad-
mit complexity. Brands must help us show to find
knowledge and fight ignorance. Promoting expres-
sion is what the brands should be doing, guiding us
and our future movements, but we, human beings,
are impatient creatures and we feel we cannot af-
ford to wait for positive changes. It is a speedy
world. We just happen to need everything right
here, right now. No time left to spare. Life is just
too short.

Since time is a commodity, brands need to
make life easier for us. We need a good quality
of life. But we also need to get into the new stan-
dards since things change. The bigger the data a
brand has on us, the more choices a brand will
provide even if it means cannibalising one of its
branches. A good brand evolves and so does its
archive. Brands of present time are smarter. They
are smarter as time goes by. Inside these brands
we have our new Id. We log into the eBrands and
expect a high-quality service. We search for the
wonderful in them. There must be something good
for us, tailored for us with an optimal design. The
eBrands at stake are something we worship, it is
almost as if they are to be cults or religions (Co-
oke, 2012), for they connect us with something
“sacred” in a consumer society: consumerism it-
self, the backbone of a capitalist society. eBrands
as such are something powerful. They introduce
us to pockets of innovation, they are all about evo-
lution, a creation of new consumer goods. As for
now eBrands become hubs of newness (Frampton,
2012). We long for them.
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Conclusion

These eight principles are what in our perspec-
tive shapes up a good eBrand. These constructs of
our society are the outcome of the merge between
brands and media technology. Without the Web
and mobile media there would be no eBrands.
But, then again, without the computer it would
be impossible. The computer design prepared the
ground for both the online medium and the blen-
ding between computer society and consumer so-
ciety, between information and capitalism. Te-
chnology has set the stage for perfect brand-to-
consumer relationships, thriving data pools and
commitment devices. Once technology disappears
in the background all that is left is a simple con-
nection between brand and user-consumer. Fol-
lowing this we see more and more collaborations
occur between people and corporate brands. These
brands become superspreaders of trends for mave-
ricks, start-ups and trendsetters. Now we do not
own things. We rent and lease, we subscribe. Ow-
nership ended. Everything just works out fine on
a collective level. The rise of cooperative infras-
tructure has changed all business models. Most
things are by-product of new digital media trends.
Visionary CEOs influence their target audiences.
No one takes ideas for granted, we all work to-
gether with brands as we look for moving innova-
tion. Brands make good use of tacit information
and set up new products and services for global
deployment. In the aftermath, we don’t need more
brand arguments but better arguments.

Long gone are the brands that just show hy-
perbolic commodities. Now brands must recon-
ceptualize their discourse. It is about convenience
and more: breakthroughs. We are more sympathe-
tic to brands that surpass themselves and their ri-
vals with new bold product design. These cons-
tructs that merge technology and brands must ins-
pire youth. However, it just so happens that in the
end we all fall upon the tyranny of the rating. Each
and everyone’s opinion is able to promote or deth-
rone a brand.

In order to survive, an eBrand must have an
architecture of articulation. It collects our infor-
mation and it seeks originality in randomness. A
rendez-vous with eBrands is needed. We connect
with people and faces. We urge for commitments.
The brands that do better remediation will rule the
entire game in an intensive manner. As a result of
this, we accept the memberships, the partnerships,
and the whole flexibility in the brand’s vision. We
are driven by curiosity, newness and features, de-

sign and well-being. We will stay connected to
brands that promote interconnection and show us
what is beyond our reach. The imperative of “the
new” makes us wonder, to enjoy the flow and the
swipe. Creative statements help us to find peace
with our inner “Selves”. The brands that want us
to be creative are the best ones. We are looking for
brands with empathy, and not corporated psycho-
pathy. We want them to elucidate us into the new
territories.
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